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By Adam Frank

Fordham University Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Transferential Poetics presents a method for bringing theories of affect to the
study of poetics. Informed by the thinking of Silvan Tomkins, Melanie Klein, and Wilfred Bion, it
offers new interpretations of the poetics of four major American artists: Edgar Allan Poe, Henry
James, Gertrude Stein, and Andy Warhol. The author emphasizes the close, reflexive attention each
of these artists pays to the transfer of feeling between text and reader, or composition and
audience- their transferential poetics. The book s historical route from Poe to Warhol culminates in
television, a technology and cultural form that makes affect distinctly available to perception. The
peculiar theatricality of these four artists, Frank argues, can best be understood as a reciprocal
framing relation between the bodily means of communicating affect (by face and voice) and
technologies of graphic reproduction.
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This is an awesome publication i have at any time read. Of course, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will like just how the author
write this book.
-- Pr of . Her ta  Ma nn-- Pr of . Her ta  Ma nn

The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy-- Gla dys Conr oy
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